
 
MLA Quicksheet (8th Ed.) 

This was updated September 2016 due to MLA changes. If you would recommend any changes to this 
handout, please email writingcenter@albright.edu . 
 

In your essay, you should cite the source of all quotes and paraphrases. The citations in your essay are called the “in-text 
citations” and their corresponding bibliography entries are called “Works Cited” entries. A “source” is any document 
(print, internet, or spoken) from which you are taking words or ideas. 

Quoting 

When you use the words of a source—even just part of a sentence— you must indicate that the words and ideas came 

from the source. To give credit to the author in the form of a quote, use the exact words of the source, place those exact 

words in quotation marks, and name the author.  

Sample quotes with lead-ins:  
To transition smoothly into a quote, add a lead-in before the quote. Include author and page number to cite the source. 
 

 Annie Dillard writes, “The second before the sun went out, we saw a wall of dark shadow come speeding at us. 
We no sooner saw it than it was upon us, like thunder” (15).  
or 

 As the eclipse reached its totality, she “saw a wall of dark shadow” (Dillard 15).  
 
To add a word or words to a quote for clarification, use square brackets to indicate an insertion: 

 Annie Dillard writes, “The second before the [eclipsing] sun went out, we saw a wall of dark shadow come 
speeding at us. We no sooner saw it than it was upon us, like thunder” (15). 

 
To leave words out of the middle of a quote, use an ellipsis (three dots in a row with a space before, after and between 
the dots) to indicate a deletion: 

 Annie Dillard writes, “The second before the sun went out, we saw a wall of dark shadow come speeding at  
us . . . like thunder” (15). 

Paraphrasing 

Sometimes you will want to rephrase an idea instead of using a direct quote. When you want to put an author’s idea 

into your own wording, you must sufficiently paraphrase and still cite the source within your paper.  A paraphrase is a 

complete rephrasing to the wording and sentence structure while maintaining the original idea. Since a paraphrase is 

a rewording, it should not include quotation marks, but you should still cite the source of the idea.  

Sample paraphrases— notice that these rephrase the wording and sentence structure (compared to the above quotes), 

but retain the original idea and cites the source: 

 A rush of darkness raced towards her during the total solar eclipse (Dillard 15). 

 During the eclipse, a spreading darkness seemed to quickly come upon the observers (Dillard 15). 
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In-text Citations 
Citations should be used throughout your essay each time you quote or paraphrase from a research source. Citations 
within your essay are called “in-text citations.” You should only cite sources you have obtained and read yourself. The in-
text citation in your essay should match up with the beginning of an entry in your Works Cited (bibliography). For MLA 
style in-text citations, include the author’s last name and the page number(s) where the quote or idea is located. If there 
is no author, then give the title.  
 
One author with page number   

 She also reminds us that connection “frees us of the past, present and future” (Goldberg 172).  

 Natalie Goldberg writes, “Be who you are, breathe fully, be alive, and don’t forget to write” (14).  
 
Two authors with page number 
If you have two authors, place the word “and” before the final author’s name, keeping them in the same order as they 
were listed on the source: 

 The authors state, "We learn the world and test it through interaction and dialogue with each other” (Harjo and 
Bird 19). 

 Joy Harjo and Gloria Bird note that interactions help us gain a deeper understanding (19).  
 
Three or more authors with page number 
If you have three or more authors, you can give the first author’s last name followed by “et al.” (a Latin term that means 
“and others”). The Works Cited page entry can also begin with the first author and the et al.: 

 (Douglass, et al. 412) 
 
No page numbers, or sources that instead give paragraph numbers 
If there are no page numbers but the source gives paragraph numbers (ex: some websites do), use the abbreviation 
“par.” for “paragraph”) or “pars.” for paragraphs, and the number. You do not need to count paragraph numbers if they 
are not already numbered on the source:  

 (Greenwald, par. 4) 
If no paragraph or page number is given, just cite the last name: 

 (Greenwald) 
 

Unknown author 
Sometimes an organization is the author and should be given as author, but if the author is unknown, give the title of 
the source. This title should match the beginning of a corresponding Works Cited entry and can be abbreviated in the in-
text citation if it is a long title. Italicize book titles; put story/article/chapter/poem titles in quotemarks.  

 An anonymous blogger argued that many have a love-hate relationship with the band ("The Beatles").  
 

If using several works by the same author, add the source title to citations (in this example it is a poem title) 

 In his poem “Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening,” Robert Frost repeats the final line: “And miles to go 
before I sleep” (416).   

 The poem ends with the word “sleep” (Frost, “Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening” 416).   
 
Multiple sources that say the same thing 
If you have summarized the same information from multiple sources, list them both/all. For example 

 (Greenwald 47; Douglass 92).  
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Citing Indirect Sources  

While it is best to use original/primary sources, you may need to cite a source cited in another source. To show that the 

citation is indirect, use "qtd. in"(short for “quoted in”) to indicate the source you consulted. For example, if you were 

using a source in which your author Parker Palmer quoted Evelyn Fox Keller, cite it like this: 

 Evelyn Fox Keller calls the “highest form of love” one in which “intimacy . . . does not annihilate difference” (qtd. 
in Palmer 23).   

Your Works Cited (bibliography) entry should begin with Palmer’s name and cite the work you read by Palmer. 
 

Sample Works Cited Entries 
To create an MLA-style bibliography at the end of the paper, enter the phrase “Works Cited” at the top of a new page. 
Include an entry for every work you cited in your paper. Double-space the entire Works Cited page. Begin each entry at 
the left margin, and indent subsequent lines of the same entry by ½ inch. To order your entries, alphabetize using the 
first letter(s) of each entry. Here are some sample entries:  

   

Book- Print version example below. For an electronic (such as Kindle) indicate where the edition is given in the 

example below, such as by indicating Kindle ed. Note: Not every book has an edition. 
 
Goldberg, Natalie. Wild Mind: Living the Writer’s Life. 3rd ed., Bantam, 1990.   
 

 Two authors: give both names. Begin with the last name of the first author listed, but give the subsequent 
author in standard format. For example, start with this: 
Harjo, Joy, and Gloria Bird, editors.  

 

 For three or more authors, start with the first name and et al:   Harjo, Joy, et al.  
 

Online Version of Book- after year of publication, give the database or website name and then the URL.  

Zeinert, Karen. Those Courageous Women of the Civil War. Millbrook Press, 1998. NetLibrary,  

netlibrary.com/urlapi.asp?action=summary&v+1&bookkid=289482000. Accessed 6 Mar. 2001. 

 

Chapter/Section of Book-- or Selection from Anthology (from a book collection of essays) 

When using a book in which each section has a different author, begin with the author you read/cited in your essay. 
 
Gould, Janice. “Coyotismo.” Reinventing the Enemy’s Language: Contemporary Native Women’s Writings of North  

America, edited by Joy Harjo and Gloria Bird, Norton, 1997, pp. 52-4.  
 

A Page/Section of a Web Site 
Author. “Page Title.” Overarching Website, year, URL. Access date.  
If no author is listed: Just leave the author off the Works Cited entry and begin with the title of the site. If an author was 
listed, put it in front of the entry as in the entries above.  

“What Causes a Rainbow.” HowStuffWorks, 2016, science.howstuffworks.com/nature/climate
 weather/atmospheric/question41.htm. Accessed 4 Oct. 2016.  
 

 
 
 
 

http://science.howstuffworks.com/nature/climate-weather/atmospheric/question41.htm
http://science.howstuffworks.com/nature/climate-weather/atmospheric/question41.htm
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Scholarly Publication (Journal Article) 
Print copy (see next entry for example from online database) 
Author(s). "Title of Article." Title of Journal, Volume, Issue/number, Year, page range. 
Manning, Kathleen. “Engaging the Six Cultures of the Academy.” Review of Higher Education, vol. 33, no. 1, 2009, pp.  

130-2.  

 

Journal Article From Online Database 
Give a doi code if available as in the sample below. If one is not available, give the URL (web address) instead.  
 
Manning, Kathleen. “Engaging the Six Cultures of the Academy.” Review of Higher Education, vol. 33, no. 1, 2009, pp.  

130-2. ProQuest, doi: 10.1353/rhe.0.0106. Accessed 25 Sept. 2009.  

 

Periodicals (Ex: Newspaper/magazine articles) 
Newspaper article (print/paper copy):  
Devlin, Ron.  “Chile Pepper Food Festival in Bowers is so Hot it Earns a Postmark.” Reading Eagle, 11 Sept. 2009, p. A9. 
 

Electronic version of newspaper article found at the newspaper’s website: 
Devlin, Ron.  “Chile Pepper Food Festival in Bowers is so Hot it Earns a Postmark.” Reading Eagle, 11 Sept. 2009, p. A9,  

www2.readingeagle.com/article.aspx?id=156359. Accessed 4 Oct. 2016.  
 

Magazine example (print/paper copy): 
Walter, Angela. “The Heartbeat of Reading.” Albright AM: Waking up the Arts, Fall 2015, pp. 22-3. 

If found through a database: add Database name, DOI if available or URL. Date of access. See above examples in 

section on a scholarly journal article found in an online database to see the formatting for the end of the entry.  

 

Online Dictionary Definition 
“Word.” Dictionary Source, Sponsoring Organization, Year. Web Source, URL. Access date.   
 
"Fractal." Merriam-Webster, Encyclopedia Brittanica, 2011. Merriam-Webster.com, www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/fractal. Accessed 31 July 2012.  
 

Film/Movie 
Title. Directed by Name, performances by Name(s), Studio or distributor, year of release.  
 
Forrest Gump. Directed by Robert Zemeckis, performances by Tom Hanks, Robin Wright, and Gary Sinise, Paramount  
Pictures, 1994.  
 
 

For More Examples 
For examples not included here, try these sources: 

 OWL at Purdue MLA: https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/ 

 The MLA Handbook, 8th Edition.  
This document is under continual revision. To recommend changes, please contact the Albright Writing Center at 
writingcenter@albright.edu.  
 

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/fractal
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/fractal
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/
mailto:writingcenter@albright.edu
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MLA Style Formatting 
The entire document should be double-spaced and with one-inch margins including the Works Cited page  

Header/Title: As in the example below, include your name, the professor, the course, and the date.  Do not make a 
separate cover page. The title of the essay should be centered, double spaced and regular plain type (no bold or 
underlining). 

Page numbering: Include your last name and the page number flush right starting on the first page. 

The below graphic was found at Capital Community College’s Website: http://www.ccc.commnet.edu/library/mla/format.shtml 

 
Works Cited: 

Create a new Works Cited page. Double space the entire Works Cited page (without extra space between each entry). 
Indent the second/subsequent line of each entry. Include the words Works Cited centered in plain text (no bold or 
underlining) at the top of the new page. Alphabetize your entries.  
 
Graphic from Brigham Young University Writing Center handout: 
http://writingcenter.byu.edu/sites/default/files/handouts/mla_style_formatting.pdf 
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